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Abstract

Plant volatiles comprise thousands of molecules from multiple metabolic
pathways, distinguished by sufficient vapor pressure to evaporate into the
headspace under normal environmental conditions. Many are implicated
as ecological signals, but what is the evidence—and how do they work?
Volatiles diffuse, are carried by wind, and may be taken up by other organ-
isms or degrade with exposure to atmospheric ozone, radicals, and UV light;
visual signals such as color are not subject to these complications (but require
a line of sight). Distantly related plants—and nonplants—produce many of
the same volatiles, yet specific compounds and blends may be distinct. Here,
I present a quantitative review of the literature on plant volatiles as ecolog-
ical signals, illustrating a field that has focused on developing ideas as much
as reporting primary data. I discuss advantages and constraints, review re-
cent advances, and propose considerations for primary studies to elucidate
particular functions of plant volatiles.
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Volatile organic
compound:
a carbon-containing
molecule with a
sufficiently high vapor
pressure at standard
atmospheric pressure
(101.3 kPa) to
evaporate under
normal conditions on
Earth
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1. INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric measurements of fluxes and mixing ratios have become possible in the last decades.
Such measurements have shown that at a global scale, volatile organic compounds in the atmo-
sphere are due primarily to vegetation (89, 102). Land plants return about one-fifth of their fixed
carbon to the atmosphere daily in the form of volatiles (10). Recent evidence indicates that plant
volatile emission is an active process, which is controlled by transport of compounds across cell
membranes and cuticles, and is affected by stomatal opening and closing as well as by tissue damage
(1, 96, 142, 158). The most abundantly emitted plant volatile, the hemiterpene isoprene, is largely
responsible for the blue haze over forested mountains and hills due to particulate formation in the
atmosphere (136). The many thousands of other volatile chemicals produced by plants are indi-
vidually less abundant, although methanol and acetic acid, released during cell wall modification,
may come close (37). Most plant volatile compounds are likely more important as mediators of
ecological interactions and stress responses than as modifiers of atmospheric chemistry (although
in bulk, they contribute significantly to atmospheric properties) (65, 84, 129). Their diverse struc-
tures emerge from several pathways closely related to general metabolism, such as the biosynthesis
of fatty acids, photosynthetic pigments, and amino acids (10, 112). An overview of plant volatiles
is provided in Table 1 and its footnote.

While plant volatiles were once thought to be waste products of metabolism, their role as
ecological signals is now well accepted (131). Yet there are still critical gaps in our understand-
ing. It is challenging to measure the production of plant volatiles under realistic conditions
and to characterize their distributions in complex environments. In many cases, behavioral and
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Table 1 Major biosynthetic classes of plant volatiles, their characteristics, and reported functions (updated from
Reference 132)

Classa Compounds Biosynthesis Reported functions
Volatility (BP,
760 mm Hg)b Known structures

Fatty acid
derivatives

Jasmonates From 16:3 and 18:3 fatty
acids dioxygenated at
C13 by 13-LOX (155)

Floral scent (35) and volatile
forms of plant hormones
(14, 82, 86, 116)

Methyl jasmonate,
303°C; (Z)-jasmone,
291°C

Four stereo-isomers

Green leaf volatiles
(C6 and esters)

From cleavage of 13-LOX
products by HPL to yield
hexenal (from 18:2 fatty
acids) or (Z)-3-hexenal
(from 18:3 fatty acids),
which may be converted
to alcohols by ADH and
further esterified (100)

Typical damaged leaf or cut
grass scent (61), also
emitted from other
organs (38); antimicrobial
or antifungal (36, 137);
may stimulate animal
consumption as flavor
components (57); part of
direct (147) and indirect
antiherbivore defense
(137); may prime or elicit
defense within (49) and
between plants (11, 109,
140)

(Z)-3-hexenal, 122.7°C;
(Z)-3-hexenol,
156.5°C; (Z)-3-
hexenyl acetate,
191°C

Tens: four aldehydes
[hexanal,
(Z)-3-hexenal,
(E)-2-hexenal,
(E)-3-hexenal], thus
four alcohols, each
potentially with
esters, including
acetates, propionates,
butyrates,
isobutyrates,
valerates,
isovalerates,
benzoates, and
salicylates

Nine-carbon
volatile
aldehydes,
alcohols, and
esters

From 9-LOX products of
18:2 and 18:3 fatty acids,
HPL, and ADH; some
HPLs cleave only 9- or
13-hydroperoxides,
whereas others cleave
both; products from 18:2
have one double bond
and those from 18:3 have
two (33)

Fruit odor and flavor
components (147);
antifungal (100); possibly
involved in almond seed
development (103)

(E,E)-3,6-nonadienal,
202°C; (E,E)-3,6-
nonadienol, 215°C;
(E,E)-3,6-nonadienyl
acetate, 247°C

Tens: five aldehydes and
thus five alcohols,
which can be
esterified; acetate
esters most
frequently reported

Terpenoids Canonical terpene
hydrocarbons:
hemiterpenes
(C5),
monoterpenes
(C10),
sesquiterpenes
(C15), and some
diterpenes (C20)
(161)

From five-carbon
precursors IPP and
DMAPP via one of two
pathways in plants, the
MEP pathway in plastids
or the MVA pathway in
the cytosol; generally,
hemiterpenes and
monoterpenes are
synthesized in plastids
and sesquiterpenes in the
cytosol; some
sesquiterpenes may be
synthesized in
mitochondria from
cytosolic substrate (81,
123); production is
usually light dependent
(94)

Odors from green tissue,
flowers, fruits, and roots;
many reported to be
allelopathic (104) or
antimicrobial or
antifungal (29, 88), to
function as direct (19) or
indirect (34)
antiherbivore defenses, to
attract pollinators (124),
and to be involved in
defense elicitation and
priming (7); most react
with atmospheric ozone
(23) and could be
involved in plant
oxidative stress responses
(150)

Isoprene, 34°C;
(Z)-(β)-ocimene,
175°C; (S)-(-)-
limonene, 177°C;
(E)-(β)-farnesene,
273°C; (-)-(β)-
caryophyllene,
263°C; kaurene,
347°C

Hemiterpenes: only
isoprene; perhaps
1,000 mono- and
5,000 sesquiterpenes
(52, 133); most are
mono- or polycyclic

Norsesquiterpenes
and
norditerpenes
(often referred to
as homoterpenes)
and
apocarotenoids
(C8–C18)

Norditerpenes and
norsesquiterpenes are
derived from diterpenes
(C20) in plastids or
sesquiterpenes (C15) in
the cytosol by oxidation,
possibly catalyzed by
Cyp450 (16, 24a, 38, 68);
apocarotenoids are
cleaved from carotenoids
in plastids by CCO; some
mono- and
sesquiterpenoids arise as
apocarotenoids (9, 153)

(E,E)-TMTT and
(E)-DMNT are
commonly reported to
mediate indirect defense
of leaves (38);
apocarotenoids are flavor
and odor components of
fruits, flowers, and green
tissue, are reported as
both attractants and
repellents of pollinators
and predators, and are
associated with fruit
ripening (18, 24); some
are antifungal (97)

(E)-DMNT, 196°C;
(E,E)-TMTT, 293°C;
β-ionone, 282°C

Only (E)-DMNT and
(E,E)-TMTT are
widely reported from
plants, although a
handful of other
homoterpenes are
reported from insects
(157)

(Continued)
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Table 1 (Continued)

Classa Compounds Biosynthesis Reported functions
Volatility (BP,
760 mm Hg)b Known structures

Oxidized terpenoids
and derivatives

Derived from terpenes by
oxidation (e.g., by
Cyp450); products may
be further oxidized,
esterified, or reduced;
some TPSs synthesize
oxidized terpenoids by
incorporating CO2 (38)

Odor components of fruits,
flowers, green tissue, and
roots (39) with ecological
roles similar to those for
terpene hydrocarbons,
but more often directly
toxic (88); precursors of
aerosols (15)

Prenol, 142°C; linalool,
199°C; (E,E)-
farnesol, 283°C

Similar to those for
terpene
hydrocarbons

Shikimate
pathway

Acids, aldehydes,
and alcohols
derived from
l-phenylalanine,
indole
(tryptophan
precursor), and
other derivatives
of shikimate
products

l-phenylalanine is
converted to trans-
cinnamic acid, with a C3
side chain, by PAL and
then to other
phenylpropanoids by
steps of monolignol
biosynthesis; the side
chain may be
enzymatically shortened
to produce benzenoids or
other derivatives having a
C2 side chain; indole is a
direct precursor of
tryptophan (38)

Common in floral scents
(151) and source of
capsaicinoids (pungence
in pepper); methyl
salicylate is a common
herbivore-induced leaf
volatile that attracts some
predators and parasitoids
(6, 146)

Methyl salicylate,
222°C; indole, 253°C

Approximately 20% of
known plant volatiles
(118)

Other amino
acid
derivatives

Acids, aldehydes,
alcohols, esters,
nitrogen- and
sulfur-containing
volatiles from
nonaromatic
amino acids,
ethylene (from
methionine) (38,
98), and nitrous
oxide (from
arginine)

Amino acids are deaminated
or transaminated to
α-keto acids, which are
carboxylated and may be
reduced, oxidated, or
esterified; may also be
precursors for acyl CoA
molecules used in
esterification by alcohol
acyltransferases (38)

Amino acid–derived esters
are found in flowers and
fruits (98); branched-
chain amino acid (Leu,
Ile, Val) derivatives are
common in fruit (38);
putrid sulfur-containing
compounds, likely from
methioinine (98), may act
as direct defenses (13);
ethylene and nitrous
oxide are endogenous
signals

Ethylene, −104°C;
2-methylbutanal,
94°C;
3-(methylthio)propyl
acetate, 201°C

Unclear

aIn addition to these classes, methanol and acetic acid are produced abundantly from cell wall O-acetyl and methyl esterification processes during leaf
development (37), and other volatiles are produced from precursors of fatty acids and carbohydrates.
bData from the Royal Society of Chemistry and ChemSpider (http://www.chemspider.com/).
Abbreviations: ADH, alcohol dehydrogenase; BP, boiling point; CCO, carotenoid cleavage oxidase; Cyp450, cytochrome P450; DMAPP, dimethylallyl
pyrophosphate; DMNT, 4,8-dimethyl-1,3,7-nonatriene; HPL, hydroperoxide lyase; IPP, isopentyl pyrophosphate; LOX, lipoxygenase; MEP,
2-C-methyl-derythritol 4-phosphate; MVA, mevalonic acid; TMTT, 4,8,12-trimethyltrideca-1,3,7,11-tetraene.

phenomenological evidence demonstrates responses to plant volatiles for which the mechanism of
action remains unknown.We know how animals and insects are able to smell, but plants have nei-
ther noses nor antennae, and their sense of smell is not generally understood. This review focuses
on the following main questions: What is the evidence that plant volatiles mediate ecological sig-
naling?What interactions do they mediate, and what are their particular characteristics as signals?

I begin by quantifying trends in the literature and discussing gaps in the evidence. Toward
filling these gaps, I highlight examples in which multiple approaches provide more conclusive
answers to open questions. In particular, these examples comprise studies incorporating labora-
tory analyses to measure plant volatiles, their production by emitters, and appropriate markers of
perception and response in receivers; functional analyses in ecologically relevant, complex, and
realistic environments; and modeling studies to connect observations with physical properties,
information, and signaling theory (129, 159, 164).
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Figure 1

Publication over time of scientific literature on plant volatiles as ecological signals, from a database of 1,634
entries. The inset shows the relative frequency of the most frequent noun stems after the search terms
“plant,” “volatile,” “signal,” and “ecology,” their derivatives, and irrelevant words were removed [stopwords,
words incorrectly filtered as nouns or verbs, spelling inconsistencies (behavior = behaviour), and word
fragments; see Section 6]. The year 2022 is not shown due to incomplete data at the time the database was
generated (see Section 7).

2. WHAT IS THE EVIDENCE THAT PLANT VOLATILES MEDIATE
ECOLOGICAL SIGNALING?

There are many reviews on plant volatile signaling but few systematic attempts to quantify trends
and gaps in the literature, which has grown exponentially since the first publications in the 1970s–
1980s (Figure 1), generally mirroring the trends in biology (46). Here, a broad literature search
was conducted across six databases using variants of terms (“plant volatile” signal ecology) (for
details, see Section 7). After removing off-target results, the resulting set of literature contained
1,634 entries published between 1975 and 2022 (where specified) (Figure 1; Section 6).

Themost-studied interactions andmechanisms are indicated by themost prevalent noun stems
found in entry titles (Figure 1), which demonstrate a focus on plant–herbivore interactions. By
far the most common verb stem was “mediat” (with a relative frequency of 1.0), followed by “at-
tract” (0.59), indicating that behavioral evidence is most often reported. The terms “bind” (0.24)
and “induc” (0.28) were also within the top ten most frequent verb stems, indicating that lit-
erature on insect olfaction (odorant-binding proteins), on the one hand, and herbivore-induced
plant responses, on the other, also represent relatively large shares of the mechanistic evidence
(see Section 6).

The results were furthermore ranked for their approximate relevance using an active learning
platform (ASreview with default settings) (145), and the top most relevant 25% of entries were
examined in detail (409 total, provided publication dates from 1994 to 2022).Of these, 387 unique
entries could be coded to retrieve the class(es) of volatile compounds, type(s) of interaction(s), and
experimental environment(s) (if specified) on which they reported (for details, see Section 7). All
source code and data are provided, including the literature search output files, scripts, and curated
set of 1,634 entries, and coding output (see Section 6).

The 387 coded studies comprised 182 primary data publications, 177 qualitative review articles,
six reviews or syntheses systematically quantifying data from primary literature, two opinion arti-
cles (labeled as opinion articles by the authors or by placement in the opinion section of a journal),
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Tritrophic
interaction: an
interaction of the first
trophic level (plants)
with members of the
third trophic level,
such as predatory and
parasitic insects and
entomopathogenic
nematodes, in response
to the second trophic
level (herbivores)

Indirect defense:
plant defense against
herbivory by attracting
enemies of herbivores,
such as carnivorous or
omnivorous predators
and parasitoids and
entomopathogenic
nematodes

14 theses [monographs (six) or paper based (eight; papers resulting from these theses were also
retained in the database)], and six modeling papers. The modeling papers did not report primary
data, but half (three) used data from primary literature to parameterize simulations. Some of the
182 entries reporting primary data also included simulations (e.g., using information theory) (164).

These results indicate that scientific literature on plant volatiles as ecological signals com-
prises approximately as many qualitative review articles as reports of primary data. They hint at
the importance of plant volatiles produced by nonplant interaction partners, which include many
ubiquitous chemicals known from plants (Figure 2a,b). The literature as a whole is dominated by
the study of plant–herbivore, tritrophic, and plant-plant interactions but includes a smaller num-
ber of reports on other types of interactions, including interactions between insect herbivores
mediated by plant volatiles (Figure 2c).Most primary evidence comes from refined environments
(Figure 2d), even though the most prevalent mechanistic evidence is behavioral, and behavioral
studies are more plausible when conducted under realistic conditions.

2.1. Plant Volatile Signaling in Ecology May Be More Often Discussed
than Directly Studied

The results indicate that scientific literature on plant volatile signaling in ecology comprises nearly
as many qualitative review or opinion articles as sources of primary data, data-based simulations, or
quantitative analyses of any kind. It is not uncommon (64/387 entries) to test and discuss ecological
functions of plant volatiles without either specifying volatile compounds and compound classes or
measuring plant volatiles and without reference to known compounds or classes identified from
studies in relevant systems.

Fewer than half of coded entries (182/387) were publications reporting primary data, and five
of the 182 were reviews or addenda that reported primary data but with incomplete methods.
Next most abundant were qualitative review articles (177/387).Most of these (150/177) discussed
functions and mechanisms related to specific plant volatile compounds or biosynthetic classes of
volatiles, whereas 27 discussed plant volatiles as (potential) ecological signals without ever spec-
ifying chemical compounds or classes (publication dates from 1999 to 2021). This was also the
case for 25 of the 182 primary studies (published 1997–2022), which used plants as a volatile pro-
duction source and usually (24/25 publications) employed experiments that isolated aerial contact
of plants with receivers (e.g., emitting plants in cages, wind tunnels, olfactometers) or transferred
volatiles in sampled headspaces or extracts but did not measure plant volatiles. In one primary
article, the potential of volatiles as signals in indirect defense was discussed without using plants
as volatile sources at all, instead investigating how the feeding of experimentally parasitized ver-
sus nonparasitized herbivores affected seed production (69). Thus, in 14% of relevant articles
reporting primary data, plant volatiles were not measured.

2.2. Plant Volatiles Produced by Nonplant Interactors

Given the proximity of plant volatiles to pathways of general metabolism, most of which are
shared with other eukaryotes and some also with prokaryotes, it is perhaps not surprising that
plant volatiles may be found in the odors and emissions from nonplant species. Literature on
plant volatiles as ecological signals occasionally also reported on the same volatiles, or structurally
related compounds, produced by interacting organisms, especially herbivores and microbes.Most
publications that reported on specific compounds, or compound classes, discussed multiple classes
of volatile compounds produced by plants and their interaction partners: Single publications dis-
cussed up to 11 of the identified producer-class pairs (Figure 2a). Note that volatiles attributed to
plants in Figure 2a from the reviewed literature cannot be assumed to be produced by plant cells
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except where demonstrated biochemically: Sampled plants and plant parts were not sterile, and
sometimes herbivores or other interactors used to elicit plant volatiles were also present during
sample collection (which is realistic).

Indeed, some insect species, and many plant-associated microbes, produce some of the most
ubiquitous plant volatiles: simple compounds such as ethylene andmethanol, as well as more com-
plex structures such as the terpenoids linalool and (E)-β-farnesene (124) (Figure 2b). A fitting
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Pheromone:
a chemical mediator of
intraspecific
interactions, resulting
in a change in
physiology or behavior
in the recipient

Figure 2 (Figure appears on preceding page)

Results from 387 coded references representing the top 25% of publications (ranked as most relevant) on
plant volatile signaling in ecology reviewed for this article. (a) Reported production of plant volatiles
attributed to plants and other groups of interacting organisms. Each full square represents two reports from
a class and a group, with a maximum of 288 reports for plant terpenoids. A report refers to a class-producer
pair mentioned in one publication; a publication may report multiple categories. Classes correspond to the
descriptions in Table 1; oximes and glucosinolate derivatives are included in the row Other amino acid
derivatives. For primary literature, only classes reported in results were included, and unknowns were not
considered. Classes were attributed to producers as reported in publications, regardless of whether
biosynthesis was investigated; thus, it is possible, for example, that some reports of plant production are
actually due to production by plant-associated microbes. (b) Example structures for each biosynthetic group.
(c) Reports of plant volatiles mediating interactions within or between plants (e.g., priming of defense
responses), of plants with other organisms (e.g., indirect defense against herbivores), and between organisms
that are not plants (e.g., mating herbivores, parasitoid-hyperparasitoid interactions). Plant-plant interactions
include between- and within-plant signaling via volatiles but not nonvolatile hormones; priming of
neighboring plants by herbivore-induced volatiles from focal plants was counted as plant-plant and
plant-other, with other coded as herbivore. Tritrophic interactions were attributed as plant-other (herbivore
and carnivore). (d) Counts of studies reported in 182 primary, 14 thesis, and four quantitative review
publications, from more refined (lab) to more realistic (field) environments (one publication may report
multiple studies). Lab refers to laboratory analyses, bioassays, and measurements conducted explicitly in
laboratories. Chamber refers to growth or experimental chambers, including wind tunnels, exposure
chambers, olfactometers, and rigid enclosures used for plant volatile measurement. Glasshouse refers to
studies conducted in glasshouses and greenhouses. Semi-field refers to potted plants placed under field
conditions or plants placed outdoors in nets or tents. Common garden refers to experimental plantations.
Field refers to plants already growing outdoors under natural conditions and not planted or placed by the
experimenters (usually naturally occurring populations).

example, linalool is commonly emitted from flowers, but also from plant leaves, as two enan-
tiomers, the (R)- and (S)- forms, which may be produced individually or in a blend and which
have distinct odors and biological activities (120). Thus, the functions of linalool are manifold in
plants and likely to depend strongly on contexts such as plant ontogeny and ecological setting (63,
120) (see Section 3). Both enantiomers of linalool are produced across kingdoms, from bacteria to
fungi to animals—in particular insects, in which linalool is thought to function as a pheromone
and possibly as an antimicrobial compound (63, 163).

2.3. Plant Volatiles Are Reported as Ecological Signals Most Often
in the Context of Tritrophic and Plant-Plant Interactions

Most reported interactions were among plants, herbivores, and carnivores (including parasitoids,
entomopathogenic nematodes, and omnivores functioning as carnivores), followed by plant-plant
interactions.There were far fewer reports on plant-microbe, plant-pathogen, and plant-pollinator
interactions and on plant volatiles participating in direct interactions between organisms that are
not plants (mostlymating herbivores;Figure 1c). Studies of plant-pollinator interactionsmediated
by floral volatiles may not be well represented in this literature review if they focus on pollination
and floral visitation specifically rather than on plant volatiles as ecological signals more gener-
ally. When pure substances were used, these were attributed to the source in which they were
found and the interaction they were meant to test; for example, a blend of volatiles composed
on the basis of measurements of flowers used to test the attraction of pollinators was counted
as plant-other interactions (pollinator). The use of jasmonate and herbivore elicitors to induce
responses to herbivore attack was attributed to plant-other interactions (herbivore). The other-
other category included signaling between insects using plant volatiles, for example, to enhance
mate location, the interference of plant volatiles in mate location, or the increased susceptibility of
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Allelochemical:
a chemical mediator
of interspecific
interactions;
allomones mediate
interactions beneficial
for the sender

Kairomone:
an allelochemical
that mediates an
interaction that is
beneficial for the
receiver

insects to pathogens in association with plant volatiles, in addition to the use of plant volatiles by
hyperparasitoids to find parasitoids (115) (see Sections 3 and 4). Tests of abiotic conditions were
occasionally identified in the database entries but not coded, as these represent plant acclimation
to the abiotic environment rather than interactions with other biota.

For interaction types and for study environments (Figure 2d), each entry was coded as provid-
ing multiple reports as appropriate: For example, a reference reporting on both field studies and
lab analyses would count once toward the laboratory and once toward the field.

2.4. Studies Are Most Frequently Conducted in Refined Environments

Most entries reported results from laboratory trials and analyses, with a minority reporting on
field experiments. Overall, there was a pattern of decreasing reports along a gradient from more
refined, controlled environments (most reports) to more realistic environments (fewest reports)
(Figure 2d). Environments were scored only for entries reporting quantitative data: primary re-
search articles, quantitative reviews specifying source environments, and theses. Individual entries
included results from as few as one to as many as four different environments. Most entries re-
porting quantitative data coupled laboratory analyses profiling volatile composition and biological
activity—in the form of plant gene expression, for example, or insect electrophysiology—with the
study of interactions under environments ranging from growth and experimental chambers (most
often) to natural field conditions (least often).

In the following two sections, individual aspects are discussed in more detail, with examples
that may help guide new empirical studies to fill gaps quantified above.

3. ECOLOGICAL INTERACTIONS MEDIATED BY PLANT VOLATILES

Plant volatiles are reported to function as pheromones and allelochemicals (90) in a variety of
interactions. In the following examples, I highlight studies of interactions in realistic experimen-
tal environments, especially when these were paired with laboratory analyses of signaling and
response chemistry.

3.1. Interactions Within and Between Plants

Most literature on plant volatile–mediated interactions within and between plants concerns the
priming or induction of defense responses by herbivore-induced plant volatiles, perhaps function-
ing as alarm pheromones within species or as kairomones within and between species (8, 84). The
phenomenon initially termed talking trees was first indicated in field studies in the 1980s, where
caterpillars were observed to grow more slowly on leaves from trees with herbivore-damaged
neighbors (122). Potted plants sharing experimental enclosures were used to attribute this phe-
nomenon to aerial factors (12). Since then,more and more studies have shown that plants exposed
to herbivore-induced volatiles from neighbors (7, 12, 83, 122, 140), pure substances (49, 66), and
damaged leaves on the same plant (67), without a direct vascular connection (48), experience re-
duced herbivore damage (83, 122) and rapid changes to defense-related specialized chemistry, such
as phenolic compounds (12) or a glycoside of the green leaf volatile (Z)-3-hexenol (140), increased
production of extrafloral nectar (66, 67) or production of herbivore-induced volatiles in the ab-
sence of herbivory (76), more rapid induction of proteinase inhibitors (2, 86), herbivore-induced
volatiles or defensive hormones (44) following herbivory, greater abundance of defense-related
gene transcripts (48, 49), and epigenetic changes to the regulation of defense-related genes (2,
7, 108). Priming specifically refers to the preparation of plants for more rapid defense induction
upon elicitation (99), likely via epigenetic changes (2, 108), as opposed to immediate induction of
a response.
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Both priming and induction of defense by plant volatiles are now established phenomena that,
taken together, have been observed more often than not in studies of more than 30 plant species
across at least 14 families, with no strong evidence of publication bias (reviewed in 84, 129).
Effects are generally initially transient but induce amemory (8, 84).Although a growing number of
studies are conducted in natural settings (66, 67, 83, 86, 111), it is still the case here, as in other sub-
domains of research on plant volatile signaling, that most studies use more refined environments
(129) and that the studies conducted in realistic environments may not include measurements of
plant volatiles (83, 111).

More recently, several studies have indicated that volatiles emitted from undamaged plants
can influence tritrophic interactions by affecting neighbor plant volatile emission, mostly in agri-
cultural systems (31, 107, 152). This finding is promising for intercropping systems (see next
section) but less relevant for understanding the evolution of plant volatile signaling. A recent study
from Kalske and colleagues (80) indicates that insect herbivory selects for volatile-mediated com-
munication among genotypes of the tall goldenrod (Solidago altissima) under field conditions, as
measured by reduction in insect damage following neighbor volatile exposure, and that S. altissima
from populations not subject to herbivore pressure communicate preferentially with neighbors of
the same genotype.

3.2. Interactions Between Plants and Organisms from Other Kingdoms

In 1980, Price and colleagues (117) proposed that plants manipulate interactions between insect
herbivores and higher trophic levels and that these tritrophic interactions determine outcomes
of plant-insect interactions and plant fitness. Laboratory studies of experimentally infested plants
have since compiled catalogs of herbivore-induced plant volatiles that can attract captive para-
sitoids and thus are seen as candidate synomones (providing advantages to both plant emitters and
foraging carnivorous receivers). Although few, the number of field studies demonstrating volatile-
mediated tritrophic interactions in natural and ecologically relevant settings is growing (e.g., 4,
56, 78, 85, 127, 130; reviewed in 64, 128, 143). Schuman and colleagues (130) demonstrated for
the first time that green leaf volatiles benefit the fitness of a wild plant (measured as flower and
seed capsule production) specifically by attracting predators and reducing herbivore load. This
may still be the only demonstration that volatile-mediated tritrophic interactions increase plant
fitness, although these interactions appear to be widespread.

The growing evidence that plant volatiles mediate attraction of (mostly insect) predators and
parasitoids and entomopathogenic nematodes (121, 144) in natural and field environments is
promising for their application in more sustainable ecosystem management. Push-pull mixed
cropping systems, which can control pests while increasing yield and reducing input, are thought
to function in part by co-opting volatile emissions from different plant species in spatially struc-
tured fields comprising a focal crop, a repellent intercrop, and an attractive trap crop (113). So far,
measurements of pest control and yield greatly outpace measurements of chemistry and receiver
responses in these systems (91). A better mechanistic and functional understanding of volatile-
mediated tritrophic interactions in complex natural environments could support efforts toward
sustainable intensification using push-pull and related approaches (113, 143).

The study of plant volatiles in plant-insect interactions is supported by advances in insect
neuroethology.These include behavioral bioassays in realistic environments, electrical neurophys-
iology, and the use of chemical tracers of calcium signaling and genetic engineering of marker
proteins, which allow demonstration of perception mechanisms for specific volatiles and volatile
blends by insects (58). The mechanisms of olfaction in insects share some superficial common-
alities with mechanisms in vertebrates but are distinct (59). Data on the molecular perception of
odors via odorant-binding proteins and odorant receptors in the insect olfactory system, and on
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integration of odor information in the antennal lobe, close the loop in demonstrations of volatile-
mediated insect-plant interactions. As an example, Allmann and colleagues (5) demonstrated
reduced oviposition by Manduca spp. moths in response to herbivore-induced green leaf volatile
blends compared with mechanical damage-induced blends, differing in the relative abundance of
(Z)- versus (E)-structures, on naturally growing Datura wrightii plants. They furthermore mea-
suredManduca sexta larvae–induced versus mechanically induced volatile blends from D. wrightii
in the field and demonstrated the ability of gravid female M. sexta moths to differently integrate
olfactory information from damage- versus larvae-induced blends in laboratory electrophysio-
logical studies. From this, they could demonstrate that ovipositing moths can distinguish blends
induced by herbivore feeding from those induced by mechanical damage and use these blends to
avoid oviposition on herbivore-damaged plants in nature.

Such tools, which rest in part on a mechanistic understanding of volatile perception, are largely
missing in plants and most of their noninsect interaction partners, although bioassay approaches
are well established for plant-microbe and especially plant-pathogen interactions (e.g., 92). Ef-
fects of plant volatiles on microbes and pathogens have been demonstrated in more controlled
environments, in direct interactions with both plants and insect herbivores; however, we are far
from a systematic understanding of how plant volatiles influence two-way, three-way, and higher
interactions among plants, microbes, and other organisms (40, 51, 135). Research on plant-plant
interactions mediated by volatiles, as well as investigations of plant growth promotion by mi-
crobial volatiles (134), has provided increasingly specific response markers for bioassays but has
not revealed the mechanisms of olfaction in plants—with the exception of plant ethylene hor-
mone perception, for which the receptor proteins and signaling cascades have been characterized
by studies of mutant and transgenic plants (reviewed in 129). Many plant-growth-promoting
bacteria produce ethylene precursors, which may be the best-understood mechanism under-
lying volatile-mediated plant-microbe interactions (45). Similarly, studies of volatile-mediated
interactions with bacteria and fungi rely primarily on bioassays and response markers. A recent
review by Howard and colleagues (73) discusses the study of plant volatiles and their role in
mediating plant-microbiome interactions in the context of plants interacting with each other
and provides recommendations based on lessons learned from the study of volatile-mediated
plant-plant interactions. The article highlights the problems of pseudoreplication and refined en-
vironments and the pitfalls of proceeding in the absence of a mechanistic understanding of volatile
perception.

3.3. Interactions Between Organisms That Are Not Plants

A few of the studies coded in this systematic review focused on the effects of plant volatiles on
interactions between other organisms. Most of these investigated the influence of plant volatiles
on interactions between herbivores, especially in mating or aggregation mediated via herbivore
pheromones, which may be either enhanced or disrupted by plant volatiles (e.g., 17, 26, 28, 62, 93,
95, 139, 154, 156). It may be generally expected that host plant volatiles enhance sex pheromone
activity (125), for example, by indicating that a food source for larvae (and perhaps for adults)
is close to a mating site, and this has been demonstrated in longhorn beetles (Coleoptera: Cer-
ambycidae); however, the opposite effect has also been demonstrated, depending on the specific
combination of beetle species and host plant, ranging from conifers to oaks (28). A study by
Hatano and colleagues (62) demonstrated that the herbivore-induced volatile (E)-4,8-dimethyl-
1,3,7-nonatriene (DMNT) suppressed the electrophysiological response of Spodoptera littoralis
moths to the sex pheromone (Z)-9-(E)-11-tetradecenyl acetate and to the structurally related,
attractive host plant volatile (Z)-3-hexenyl acetate. There is evolutionary pressure on herbivores
to separate their response circuits to sex pheromones and host plant cues, and there is evidence
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for conserved perception of these cues and signals (53).However, the structural similarity of many
fatty acid–derived host plant volatiles and insect sex pheromones may impose constraints.

In extreme cases, insect pheromones are identical to herbivore-induced host plant volatiles. For
example, most aphid species produce the sesquiterpene (E)-β-farnesene, a common plant volatile,
as an alarm pheromone (148). Bruce and colleagues (20) reported the generation of a transgenic
wheat genotype that constitutively produced (E)-β-farnesene as a means of aphid control. While
the transgenic plants were less attractive to aphids and more attractive to their enemies in labo-
ratory bioassays, in the field, there was no difference in aphid infestation between the transgenic
plants and controls.This fascinating study provides evidence that even when the host plant volatile
and insect pheromones are identical, insects can learn to differentiate. Herbivore induction may
function in part to prevent volatile signals from being ignored as background noise (see next sec-
tion). The study by Bruce and colleagues (20) advertises the importance of conducting behavioral
bioassays under realistic conditions: There is a translation gap between behaviors and outcomes
observed under refined conditions and those observed in the complex real world (129).

4. WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF ECOLOGICAL
SIGNALING MEDIATED BY PLANT VOLATILES?

Finally, I discuss aspects of signal content, distribution, persistence and transience, and spatiotem-
poral patterns in ecological signaling, considering the physical distribution of plant volatiles due
to diffusion and wind (Figure 3) and the modification of plant volatiles in the environment.

4.1. Information Content

Plant volatiles directly affect the health and survival of interaction partners, for example, by stimu-
lating herbivore feeding (57), increasing the susceptibility of herbivores to entomopathogens (51,
72), or acting as antimicrobials (100, 119). However, the idea that volatiles also function in infor-
mation transfer has long been discussed in the literature on plant volatiles as ecological signals (87,
149). In a 2009 quantitative review, Allison & Hare (3) argued that in order for plants to manipu-
late tritrophic interactions for their defense, it is likely that enemies of herbivores (e.g., predators,
parasitoids, entomopathogens) must often learn to respond to plant volatiles, and that there is not
sufficient empirical evidence of how such learning occurs in nature. They identified 293 studies
of responses by the enemies of herbivores to herbivore-induced plant volatiles, of which 74 tested
naive responses; of these, 41 studies observed attraction and 33 observed no response (3). In labo-
ratory studies of tritrophic interactions, parasitoids are commonly exposed beforehand by having a
parasitization experience in the presence of herbivore-induced volatiles (e.g., 81). In contrast, stud-
ies conducted under field conditions generally do not control for a history of exposure to volatiles
and instead simply observe response patterns. Both Allmann & Baldwin (4) and Schuman and
colleagues (130) measured aspects of predator learning in field or common garden studies. This
was done either by tracking the response of predators to herbivore-induced versus mechanical
wounding–induced volatile blends over time in a natural population, as plants received damage
from herbivores (4), or by exposing natural predator populations to herbivore bait in the presence
of an experimentally provided herbivore-induced volatile blend, during a time in the season when
plants were largely undamaged, and then measuring the response of predators to newly applied
bait in the presence or absence of the blend (130).

Other studies have approached the issue from a different perspective, asking whether we
can determine the information content of plant volatiles that could be available for associative
learning. A study by Wilson and colleagues (160) investigated the production of volatiles from
D. wrightii in response to variation in herbivory and abiotic factors and found that most volatiles
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Figure 3

Diffusion of plant volatiles with similar emission rates but different molecular masses and structures.
Emission is modeled as a series of rapid puffs emitted at a constant rate over 3 min, from a small initial
source of approximately 1 cm2, for an imaginary leaf weighing 1 g (fresh mass) over a flat plane under
windstill conditions close to ground level (0.01 m s–1). On this timescale, we assume that there is not yet any
measurable accumulation, uptake by other organisms, or degradation by UV light or ozone within the
depicted plume, and we ignore any influence of vegetation structure. Plausible emission rates of 1.67 ng s–1

for methanol released from pectin demethylation (top), 1.53 ng s–1 for the green leaf volatile (Z)-3-hexenol
(middle), and 0.56 ng s–1 for the monoterpene linalool (racemic, bottom) were calculated as middle values from
References 60 and 86. Gradients indicate relative mass concentrations with distance from the emitting plant.

did not covary, or covaried little, with either set of factors, whereas a few compounds covaried
specifically with herbivory or with abiotic factors. Recently, Zu and colleagues (164) tested
whether the observed patterns of shared versus distinct plant volatiles, and their association with
insect host plant use among species in a diverse tropical forest, could be modeled based on the
calculated entropy of their (potential) information content. They designed a simple model that
assumed that plant species benefit over evolutionary time by minimizing the information about
their identity encoded in their emitted volatiles, whereas herbivores benefit by maximizing the
information about host plant identity retrieved from plant volatiles. This simple model of an
information arms race accurately predicted the number of volatile compounds needed to identify
plant species in a matrix of species � volatiles, as measured from undamaged leaves of host plants
in a tropical forest. This approach leaves open many questions, including how this information
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is encoded and decoded (although herbivore perception is increasingly understood) and what
patterns might be expected if plants also seek to maximize information provided to beneficial
interactors such as predators and parasitoids of herbivores while minimizing information for
herbivores (165). In a study of 52 Quercus species, Pearse and colleagues (110) could differentiate
species based on volatiles from wounded leaves but not those from unwounded leaves. The
approach used by Zu and colleagues does not utilize any of the mechanistic insights about insect
volatile perception and plant and insect physiology that have supported advances in other subfields
of plant volatile research, as discussed above. However, it is a promising demonstration that infor-
mation theory can help explain patterns of observed plant volatile production in plant–herbivore
interactions.

4.2. Sources of Variation in the Production of Plant Volatiles

The production and abundance of plant volatiles vary in space and time, resulting in complex
patterns and landscapes of scent.However, many components of this variation are mechanistically
understood and predictable, as discussed in the following sections.

4.2.1. Diurnal, circadian, and ontogenetic patterns. Plants actively coordinate their volatile
production with the daily activity patterns of their interaction partners and availability of substrate
from photosynthesis. Volatiles also serve different functions at different life stages: In flowering
plants with insect pollinators, indirect defense of photosynthetic tissue is more important during
vegetative growth,whereas the attraction of pollinators gains priority with flowering, and seed dis-
persers with fruit set. These topics have been reviewed in depth elsewhere (132) and are discussed
here in light of recent advances.

Volatile production may occur from seconds to hours after induction and last from seconds
to days; the composition of induced plant volatile blends thus varies over time (132). Most plant
volatiles show diurnal patterns of production. In the case of terpenoids, this is associated with plant
photosynthetic activity, which is thought to provide ∼75% of carbon for isoprene biosynthesis,
for example; however, isoprene emission in fact shows a strong circadian rhythm under constant
conditions and thus does not depend only on light (reviewed in 132). In contrast to most cases
reviewed in this article, the role of the circadian clock in controlling temporal patterns of plant
volatile production was first reported for flowers (reviewed in 132) and only more recently for
leaves. This may be inspired by observations of the strikingly predictable timing of floral opening
and other floral displays, which famously underlie Linnaeus’s flower clock and also include more
recently discovered patterns of floral movement mediating pollinator access (162).

Joo and colleagues (78) recently investigated the importance of circadian and diurnal regulation
of herbivory-induced leaf volatiles in tritrophic interactions. They found that Nicotiana attenuata
plants elicited at dawn emitted green leaf volatile blends with a greater proportion of esters than
a dusk-elicited blend, and the morning blend was more attractive to day-active insect predators of
herbivores in field experiments. The same study found that terpenoid production was required to
attract predators to plants in a common garden when plants were damaged at dusk; this indicated
that the combination of rapidly emitted green leaf volatiles and more slowly emitted terpenoids
ensures plants’ capacity for indirect defense, regardless of when herbivores feed (78). Using a
combination of experiments under free-running conditions and transgenic plants silenced in cir-
cadian clock genes, Joo and colleagues (79) found that the green leaf volatile biosynthetic gene
hydroperoxide lyase (HPL) (Table 1) was under circadian control. Shifting plants’ internal clocks
compromised their indirect defense responses as measured by predation of herbivores from plants
in a common garden experiment, even though much of the induced volatile blend (i.e., all of the
terpenoids) displayed diurnal, not circadian, patterns of production (77).
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4.2.2. Induction of volatiles by environmental factors. Plant volatiles may be emitted con-
stitutively or induced by different abiotic and biotic environmental factors, including changes in
light (75) and temperature, ozone, drought, herbivory (22), pathogen attack (137), mechanical
damage, and other sources of oxidative stress (71). The production of plant volatiles may be trig-
gered by damage; for example, green leaf volatiles form rapidly upon wounding (101, 106), but
induced plant volatiles, including green leaf volatiles,may also be released systemically from intact
plant tissue (reviewed in 143). Induced volatile blends may be specific to particular plant species
(e.g., 110); genotypes (e.g., 63); and stress events, including particular herbivores (reviewed in 27),
numbers of herbivores (e.g., 138), and stages of herbivore development (54). Consistent with the
results of this literature review, herbivore-induced plant volatiles are among the best-studied in-
duced phenomena in the field of plant–herbivore interactions and have served as highly specific
phenotypic readouts in studies of herbivore elicitors (74).

Induction proceeds through the perception of an environmental trigger by plant cells—inmost
cases, with the exception of pathogen attack, the receptor proteins have not been identified—
triggering a signal transduction cascade in which an increasing number of molecular players are
known (43, 143). Specific oxylipin hormones, as well as salicylate, ethylene, and abscisic acid, affect
plant volatile production, andmany damage- and herbivore-induced plant volatiles can be induced
by jasmonate application (22, 132). More recently, it has been proposed that both constitutive
and induced plant volatiles also act as regulators of plant hormone signaling, homeostasis, and
stress responses both within and between plants (32, 42). The intricate phenomena related to
plant volatile induction, which appear to occur both universally and with the potential for great
specificity in higher plants, are taken as strong evidence that plant volatiles function both in stress
response and in information transfer (42, 132, 149).

4.3. Spatial Distributions, Signal Persistence, and Transience

The persistence and transience of plant volatiles are influenced by patterns of biosynthesis and
release, as well as by the longevity of compounds in the environment (70, 143). This is affected
by their uptake and metabolism by other organisms (141), and by breakdown into degradation
products or agglomeration into particulates due to, for example, oxidation by ozone, attack by
radicals, or photo-oxidation (15, 114). The lifetime of plant volatiles in the atmosphere is expected
to range from under 10 min to over 1 day, depending on levels of atmospheric pollution, the
specific structure of the volatile, and its susceptibility to degradation.Generally, green leaf volatiles
and shikimate pathway derivatives are more stable than terpenoids (see Figure 2b; Table 1), and
nitrate radicals degrade plant volatiles more rapidly than ozone and hydroxy radicals do (70). The
degradation of volatiles in the atmosphere can change blend composition when some volatiles
are more prone to degradation than others. The local persistence or transience of the signal is
determined by its diffusion away from the emitting plant and advection; compounds with lower
volatility (higher boiling points) are likely to be retained closer to the boundary layer between the
emission source and the headspace and are also more likely to adsorb to surfaces (15), and diffusion
patterns differ depending on media (for a discussion of soil versus air, see 144). For an excellent
introduction to signal persistence (in the context of insect pheromones), readers are referred to
Reference 47.

Diffusion is predictably governed by physical constants and determined by molecular mass and
shape, but in air, changeable wind speed, convection patterns, and direction distort the spherical
diffusion pattern and generate plumes from a constantly emitting source or packets of volatiles
from transient emissions. Turbulence caused by vegetation radiative transfer and roughness gen-
erates more complex patterns of eddy covariance, which are the subject of micrometeorological
modeling and can also be assessed by proton transfer reactionmass spectrometry (PTR-MS) (105).
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Plant volatiles are hydrophobic, which contributes to their high vapor pressure and also prevents
them from being absorbed in water droplets in the environment (until they are sufficiently ox-
idized or form particulates). However, volatiles adhere to hydrophobic surfaces such as cuticles,
where they may be reemitted from a new source such as a neighboring plant or taken up and
metabolized (25, 141).

Figure 3 depicts the diffusion of three plant volatiles with very different structures and molec-
ular masses that may be released at roughly similar rates according to the literature: methanol,
(Z)-3-hexenol, and linalool [shown as (S)-(+)-linalool]. Emission is modeled as a series of rapid
puffs emitted at a constant rate over 3 min, from a small initial source of approximately 1 cm2, pro-
duced from an imaginary leaf weighing 1 g (fresh mass) over a flat plane under windstill conditions
close to ground level. (Windspeed on Earth is never zero; we assume a windspeed of 0.01 m s–1.)
On this timescale, accumulation, uptake by other organisms, or degradation is minimal. Diffusion
constants were calculated using diffusion volume increments or volumes for different atoms and
molecular structures fromReference 50; diffusion equations are built fromReference 30 (see chap-
ter 2, especially sections 2.7 and 2.8). Plausible emission rates of 1.67 ng s–1 for methanol released
from pectin demethylation, 1.53 ng s–1 for the green leaf volatile (Z)-3-hexenol, and 0.56 ng s–1

for the monoterpene linalool are taken as middle values from the following sources: for methanol,
0.52–25.5 μg g–1 dry leaf mass h–1, corresponding roughly to 0.1–12 μg g–1 fresh leaf mass h–1,
assuming a water content of 50% to 80%, from different growth stages of six plant species (60); for
(Z)-3-hexenol, 3.11 ± 2.68 versus 8.30 ± 5.36 ng mg–1 fresh mass h–1; and for linalool (stereoiso-
mer not determined), 1.25 ± 0.92 versus 3.54 ± 2.28 ng mg–1 fresh mass h–1, for undamaged
versus clipped sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) (86). For the source code, readers are referred to
Section 6.

The gradients in Figure 3 indicate relative mass concentrations with distance from the emit-
ting leaf. At its center, the concentration ranges from 10 ng to 1 μg of compound per liter of air,
and for (Z)-3-hexenol, the concentration at the source may approach 100 μg L–1. Linalool dis-
plays the steepest concentration gradient from the center of its plume, followed by methanol and
then (Z)-3-hexenol; whereas methanol displays the broadest plume perpendicular to advection,
followed by (Z)-3-hexenol and then linalool. If we imagine all three plumes emitted by the same
source, a neighboring leaf or plant would have greatest exposure to (Z)-3-hexenol, followed by
methanol and then linalool if it is downwind; if it is perpendicular to the wind direction, it may
be exposed most to methanol, followed by (Z)-3-hexenol and then linalool.

Effective distances of volatile-mediated plant-plant interactions have been estimated for only
a handful of species and range from 0.6 m for the bush A. tridentata to 5–10 m for the trees Alnus
glutinosa and Fagus crenata (55). This range corresponds well to the simulated range of the plume
center from a 1-g leaf parallel to advection, which would increase with greater emitting biomass.
The estimated distances of activity are comparable to the diameter of individual plant canopies
(shrubs or trees), consistent with the hypothesis that volatile-mediated plant-plant communication
evolved primarily for plant-internal signaling (84).

Estimated activity distances for insect receivers are better documented. In this case as well,
numbers come primarily from empirical studies but are estimated to reach up to hundreds of
meters or even kilometers (41). Simplemodels of odor range have been helpful perhaps for consid-
ering the impact ofmore and less diverse, or dense, plant patches on insect host orientation, and for
placing the use of plant volatiles as orientation cues by insects in the context of other cues (visual,
acoustic, and geomagnetic; 126). Meteorological and micrometeorological phenomena and envi-
ronmental structure strongly limit the utility of simple diffusion models in accounting for activity
ranges of volatiles in real environments, and reasonable predictionsmust also incorporate the great
differences (orders of magnitude) in the sensitivity of olfactory systems for different components
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(21, 59). With these caveats, the model presented here indicates that a foraging insect moving
along a mixed plume of our candidate components in Figure 3 may first sense (Z)-3-hexenol
before sensing methanol and linalool.

Generally, green leaf volatiles are thought to be active over longer ranges and terpenoids over
shorter ranges, which fits both to their diffusion behavior in air (but not soil; 144) and to their
expected atmospheric lifetime; however, more rapidly degraded terpenoid volatiles may be better
indicators of the current status of a plant or its flowers, even at greater distances (depending on
advection). Perhaps the differences in the atmospheric lifetimes of terpenoids (shorter) and green
leaf volatiles (longer) are also drivers of their herbivory-induced emission patterns from leaves,
allowing time for a rapid burst of green leaf volatiles upon damage to be detected, whereas more
transient terpenoids must be continually produced.

5. CONCLUSION

There is a growing body of literature on plant volatiles as ecological signals, comprising similar
numbers of review articles as sources of primary data. It seems that the field, at this stage, is focused
on developing ideas. This may be related to large gaps in our mechanistic knowledge of how plant
volatiles function as signals, especially in plant-plant interactions, and how these functions play
out in complex natural environments with many emitters and potential receivers, pollutants, and
wind. In light of the very large effects that neighbor volatile production can have on plant survival
and defense, even in the absence of defense induction or priming (127, 131), evidence that plants
may adjust their volatile profiles in response to the scent of their neighbors is intriguing. Further
investigation of such phenomena, and their decay with distance, in naturally evolved systems may
shed new light on our understanding of how plant volatiles mediate interactions among plants and
of their cascading effects to other trophic levels.

6. SOURCE CODE AND DATA

The following code and data files are available for this article:

� literature search results (RIS files)
� code for curation of search results and generation of curated list (Python notebook)
� curated title list from search results (text file)
� code to analyze nouns and verbs (Figure 1 from curated titles, Python notebook)
� image to mask the word clouds in the form of trees (PNG file)
� coded literature search results and initial exploration (Excel file)
� code to generate most of Figure 2 (the input for Figure 2a,c,d from the coded literature

search results, Python notebook)
� isomeric SMILEs to generate structures in Figure 2b (text file)
� code to generate the diffusion simulations in Figure 3 (Python notebook)

7. SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS

The literature search was conducted across six databases on May 8, 2022, using the set of
terms (“plant volatile” signal ecology) [for Science.gov, Base (https://www.base-search.net/),
ScienceDirect, and Google Scholar] or (“plant volatile∗” AND signal∗ AND ecol∗) (for Web of
Science and Scopus), according to the query syntax of the individual database. The complete list
of results was obtained for all databases, except for Google Scholar, for which only the first 400 re-
sults, sorted by an undisclosed relevance rating, were obtained, as access to the full search results
is not provided.
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The total number of results, 2,427, contained only 532 duplicates, which were excluded based
on titles. Thus, despite the advertised broad coverage of the individual databases, a substantial
amount of literature may be accessible only by considering the union of their results. After remov-
ing off-target results (those from Cancer.gov; entries that were neither articles, theses, reports,
books, nor book sections; and entries without authors), the resulting set of literature contained
1,634 entries published between 1975 and 2022 (where specified) (Figure 1; Section 6).

The results were further ranked for their approximate relevance using an active learning
platform (ASreview with default settings) (145), and the top most relevant 25% of entries were ex-
amined in detail (409 total, provided publication dates from 1994 to 2022). Of these, one reported
on relevant ecological interactions but without mentioning plant volatiles, one was a supplemen-
tary file, 11 were not found (no full text or abstract), and nine were duplicates that had not been
caught by title-based deduplication, leaving 387 entries that were coded further to retrieve class(es)
of volatile compounds, type(s) of interaction(s), and experimental environment(s) (if specified) on
which they reported. For 10 of the 387 coded studies, no full text could be retrieved, and so not
all of these fields were evaluated. All source code and data are provided, including the literature
search output files, scripts, curated set of 1,634 entries, and coding output (see Section 6).
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